Phase contrast using multiecho steady-state free precession.
Conventional phase-contrast (PC) MRI is limited in the temporal resolution (typically 50 ms) that can be achieved, due to the need to implement bipolar velocity encoding gradients. PC using steady-state free precession (SSFP) has recently been developed to acquire PC data at higher rates without sacrificing contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). This work presents two multiecho SSFP PC implementations that can be used to increase the time efficiency of PCSSFP. Both approaches (extrinsic and intrinsic) enable reference image lines to be acquired within the same TR as the flow-encoded lines, thus minimizing the scan time and permitting TR-equivalent temporal resolutions. Both approaches have been implemented and tested successfully on human volunteers at 1.5T and 3T. While the intrinsic approach is useful for encoding higher velocity flows in-plane, the extrinsic implementation can be used for studying a wider range of encoding velocities for flow in the imaging plane and through the imaging plane.